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3 86 THE ALDINE. 

to Zurich, northward to Schaffhausen, the Falls of 

the Rhine, Constance, the lake of the same name, 

and Lindau, at which point the Swiss tour closes and 

Germany is entered in the direction for Munich and 

the Bavarian Highlands. Or rail may be taken from 

Geneva principally through France to Basle, with 

after proceedings as before, with passage on from 

Basle to Strasbourg, Baden-Baden and that portion 
of Germany. Or rail may be taken at Geneva or 

Lausanne, northeastward, to Fribourg and to Berne, 

the capital of the confederation. Thence southeast 

ward by rail, to Thun, at the commencement of the 

Bernese Oberland; thence by boat on the Lake of 

Thun to Interlaken, with, in its immediate neigh 

borhood, the Jungfrau, Grindelwald Glaciers, and 

many other objects there previously pointed out. 

From Interlaken, by 
boat on the Lake of 
Brienz, and by dili 

gence over the Bru 

nig Pass, to Lucerne 

and the lake of that 
name, to Pilatus, the ? 

Rhigi, etc., 
? with ..^ _M 

option from Lucerne .7 z. ===== 

of proceeding south- >n%r^B 
ward by Fluelen over AMS^=BZ-==Jk^ the St. Gothard Pass -^S^^^^^gM to Italy, or north by :^^^^^^K?^^^m 
rail to Zurich, with pipfl^""^5Mig| after proceedings as 

^^^^^'.^^^^^^^^B 
Perhaps the most 

JSgs^"^^^r*"T77'~Z= 
popular approach, _J^^^^^^^^^^m after that by Geneva, j^P^S^^^^^^^S^^^H is almost the reverse SS^^^^^SB^^^^^^^ ? that of those , who JHhh^^^?^^^^^^^ have been traveling ^MSPil^^^ilj^^E^^wo in northern and east- SBlSS^^mmS^^^^^s ern Germany, by rail MffTSP^^^v^^^^^^^^ 
from Munich to Lin- fffajB^ 
dau, on the Lake of IBBfifijM 
Constance. At Lin- n?MfflM 
dau, boat may be fMfe^W 
taken on the lake to 

Constance; thence, HbbbHBB 
by boat down the |W^B^|^Pisl^|^^^^^i 
Rhine to Schaffhau- iBSMct 
sen, near the Falls ISBWl^^^^j^^^^^^^^^ 
of the Rhine; thence IBiBro 
rail to Zurich (with ^BBSMB^mm^K^^^^^^ 
after proceedings to ^^OBB^Ii^SB^Sp^^^^M be indicated), or boat ^^3S|^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
may be taken from wBan^^^S^H^^^^^ Lindau to Romans- wB^8p^^^pBM|B^^^ 
horn, and thence rail ^^^^^^Hi^^^^^^S 
by Winterthur to Zu- ^^H^^^S^^HB rich. Or from Lin- ^PPBIIBpifiwi dau to Rorschach IppWK^SBI^^^Bi 
by boat, with after i?II^HHHGflE^l? rail nearly as before. ^HhHHHHHK Or proceeding as be- ^ypSSMWfflBwl 
fore to Schaffhausen ^IPBlaMfflBB 
and the Falls of the ^mMPmbW 
Rhine, on thence by ^P^?H?S rail to Basle, with . 

^^^"fi!!!! 
option of proceeding ̂BEsSl 
to Neufch?tel, to Ge 

neva, or by nearly ^ 

any of the earlier 

preceding routes, re 

versed. 

Having arrived at 

Zurich, by the pre 
vious routes ? 

apart from the interest of the city 
itself and the lake ? the option of routes for going 
onward is so extensive as to be literally embarrassing. 
Of course the most important of all is the favorite 

route thence ? the Splugen, across to Italy. For 

this, rail is taken by the Upper Lake of Zurich, the 
Lake of Wallenstadt, Sargans, Ragatz, etc., to Coire, 

capital of the Grisons. Thence by diligence or 

private carriage to Thusis, and to Splugen, at the 

summit of the Pass. From Splugen, optional routes 

down the Grand Pass and Gulf of the Cardinelle, to 
Chiavenna, nearly at the head of the Lake of Como 
? or by the St. Bernardino route through the Val 

Masocco, to Bellinzona, at near the head of Lago 
Maggiore. It is from Zurich, also, that route is 
taken by boat on the lake to Richterschwyl; thence 
diligence to Einsiedeln, with its miraculous Black 

Virgin; thence same conveyance to Schwitz, capital 
of the canton of the same name; thence to Arth 

(for non-rail ascent of the Rhigi), and to Kussnacht, 

to Lucerne, the lake of that name, and the various 

optional routes connected with it. Of course, also 

from Zurich, rail may be taken direct to Basle, and 

the same alternations of travel thence already in 

dicated in previous routes. ?Henry Morford. 

'PICTURESQUE EUROPE:'? THREE MORE 
FINE PICTURES. 

We continue, in the present number, the series 

already inaugurated under the above title, of strik 

ing scenes in the old world,? and have the pleasure 
of presenting no less than three characteristic pic 
tures well conveying the special charms of favorite 

sections. In the largest, "The Nunnery of Ottilien 

berg, Alsace," something of the grand, approaching 
to the terrible, is reached, as it is no easy task to 

look up at the height crowned with the fine old 

building, and then down into the gulf beneath, 
without some suspicion of a shudder. In reference 

to the location of this impressive picture, it should 
be said that some portions of that Alsace which 
the German armies swept away from the French 

dominion, in the conflict of 1870-71, have features 

of the picturesque in scenery strongly reminding 
the traveler of similar portions among the Alps of 
the Engadine, the passes of the Tyrol, or the wilder 

scenes of the Apennines. Among the most striking 
of these, the traveler finds the Nunnery of Ottilien 

berg, not very distant from Strasbourg, and having 

many of the peculiar features of similar structures 

along the Brenner Pass of the Tyrol, between Trent 

and B?tzen, where one sees religious houses throned 

on the tops of cliffs that seem as if they could never 

be scaled under any circumstances, and fortresses 

frowning yet higher, where certainly no armed man 

in his senses would have thought of climbing, in 
the most violent days of the Middle Ages. The 

Ottilienberg Nunnery (in German, "Nonnenkloster 

auf dem Ottilienberge,") stands at the salubrious 

height of 2,100 feet above the sea level, and seems to 

have been built and named, about the middle of 

the sixteenth century, by the Grand Duke Udal 

rich, in honor of his daughter Ottilie, who grew 
tired of the pomp of a court and the sighings of 
ardent lovers, and desired to find a secure retreat 

from the world. If there is anything in location, we 

may believe that she found it, on the top of these 
inaccessible rocks; though there have been those 

who claimed that the 
Evil One finds no 

difficulty in climbing 
the most perilous 

1==. heights and little in 

?creeping in at the 

l^z^Ri. 
minutest holes. It 

-fBjjl^. 
is a shade doubtful 

whether, as a relig 
ious house, it is at 

Silg^g^:- located, within the 

grand old city of Nu 

remberg, it displays 
the Saracen recollec 

tions of the Crusades 

in the spire of the 
old church tower, while the Hospital itself has the 

steep roofs and overhanging gables of some cen 

turies later, and the landscape the dusky luxuriance 

of wood and mossed turf so well known in the 

Bohemian Wald and in all the grand forests stretch 

ing thence to the Lake of Constance. 

MAXIMILIAN'S TOWER, SUABIA. 

lA MOTHER OF EGYPT." 

That sculptor, who as mark of Pharaoh's pride 
Chiseled those wondrous cenotaphs of old, 

In which the dusky marble seems to have died, 
And warm flesh sprung from out the surface cold, 

Ne'er moulded form more perfect than to-day 
The Egyptian mother in brief glimpse can show, 

Beside that Nile, whose ages pass away, 
But change nor mar its history or its flow. 

And who but she, devoted as a slave, 
Fond as a bride, to love's supreme behest, 

Could bear her child, in mode so strong and brave, 
And such a graceful dream of wearied rest ? 



Drawn on the wood by John S. Davis. 

A MOTHER OF EGYPT.? After Bonnat. 

Engraved by T. Co!e. 
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